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Adastra

The Superyacht Report has long followed this project, starting with an interview
with owner Anto Marden in 2010 featured in issue 111, p105. We also covered
the launch; this can be seen on SuperyachtNews.com dated 14 April. Finally, Tork
Buckley visited the ready-to-hand-over yacht during the presentation party at the
Royal Hong Kong yacht club at Middle Island. There, he had a chance to discuss
this unique and important project with the shipyard, naval architect and designer,
the interior designer and Palladium Technologies – supplier of the much-vaunted
and discussed iPad-controlled alarm monitoring and control system.
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“Virtually everything
about her had to be
custom-built... we had to
manufacture and design
every part.”

L-R: john shuttleworth, Anto & elaine
marden at the launch

T

here is a plethora (perhaps even
excess) of concept designs or
fantasy projects within the superyacht
industry, and although they are a
healthy and important part of the
design process they also engender a
degree of cynicism – not only as to
whether, but also if (from a practical
standpoint) they even could be built.
Looking at the radical, exotic and
highly individual design of Adastra in
renderings, one could be forgiven for
thinking it fell into that concept and
fantasy category.
Nothing could be further from
the truth. Adastra from the very
beginning, more than five years ago,
was a real and serious project. We
interviewed the owner, Anto Marden,
in issue 111 and that interview shows
the clarity of vision in both designer
and owner as to what they wanted – to
create a yacht that was not only iconic,
exotic and stylish, but also one that
embodies efficient functionality and
a fairly (but not excessively) radical
technical approach.

The owners, Anto and Elaine Marden,
are highly experienced, although
this would be their first non-sailpowered multi-hull yacht. Elaine took
some persuading as to the validity of
shifting from sail to power, but as you
can read in the launch report, she is
now ecstatic about the final result.
Ultimately, the yacht is about looks,
efficiency and fitness for purpose: a
world cruise. The interior area is not
spacious given the overall size of the
yacht, but, as Anto Marden said in the
previous interview, most guests don’t
want to come cruising for too long
anyway.

The yard
McConaghy Boats is a well-known and
highly expert constructor of composite
– mostly racing – yachts. I visited and
reported on them in issue 109, p115.
The background and how Marden
came to choose the yard is covered
in the earlier interview, and it can’t
be underestimated how important
this build is for the yard. They have
never built a yacht of this size and
never engineered superyacht systems.
Although constructionally the yacht
easily falls within their competence
comfort zone, the systems required on
a 43m yacht are new to the company
and its unique form and systems
meant the learning curve – taking
place as it often did during production
– was steep.
Mark Evans, McConaghy’s MD,
explained that: “Virtually everything
about her had to be custom-built.
Normally, when building a yacht of
this type, you can go to suppliers
and buy off-the-shelf sliding doors
or anchor system or at least those
customised from their standard
product. Because of the constraints
on Adastra we had to manufacture and
design every part.”
It’s true and, as an example, the
anchor system is complex. While
there is a standard set-up at the
bow – a typical superyacht foldover deployment system, here
manufactured in carbon fibre – there
is only a 80kg kedge anchor; ideal
for lunchtime or brief stops but not
overnight. The main two anchor
systems are contained within the two
wings going out to the sponsons. The
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Not only Evans and the
project management
team, but all the
McConaghy workers (all
present and cheering
the launch) are clearly
massively proud of their
achievement.

Port side sponson anchor bay prior to
fitting of doors & Anchor

primary one is a custom 130kg Bruce
style to starboard. The other to port
is 60kg and will be used as a stern
anchor. Both anchors ride in specially
manufactured carriages or frames
behind ‘bomb bay’ doors. First, the
door opens and then the mechanisms
slide down and out of the wing, after
which the anchor is deployed. In
order to stop the vessel from sailing
on its main anchor, once deployed,
a snubbing line is attached to the
anchor warp and led to the bow to
ensure at-anchor positional stability
and comfort.
In line with the core aspect of Adastra’s
construction – weight saving and
weight control – the anchor warp is
a combination of braided line and
chain, unusual at this size. This, rather
than using a conventional windlass,
is deployed and recovered using a
captive winch similar in many ways
to those used for line handling on
sailing superyachts. The braided line is
conventional, not exotic, and the warp
is wound (using an automated flaking
system) on to a carbon fibre drum.
Unusually, as the anchor comes closer,
the chain too is simply wound on to
the drum over the braid.
The vessel is powered by a singlescrew, Caterpillar C18 of 858kW in
the main hull. It also has a gen set of
26kW in the engine room. However,
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for manoeuvring and get-you-home
propulsion redundancy, there is a
Yanmar of 82kW in each sponson.
Each engine can be alternately
connected to a 36kW AC alternator
or prop shaft with folding props.
This twin-screw system means that
even in the case of a serious engine
room incident such as fire, the vessel
maintains propulsion and VAC power.
When connected to the alternator
they provide sufficient power for the
whole yacht and, individually, for low
demand times such as in harbour.
Even simple items such as the
pantograph doors, because of
the complicated form of the
superstructure, were custom designed
and manufactured. In fact, they
are not strictly pantograph doors
(lacking arms), but run on machined
aluminium track using electric
actuators attached to line. This line/
electric system echoes the approach
taken to controlling the main sheet
and traveller of a superyacht boom.
When we spoke at the Hong Kong
presentation party in late May, the
yacht was not fully and finally seatrialled, although it launched on 10
April (as covered on SuperyachtNews.
com) because sea trials in Zuhai
were not permitted by the Chinese
authorities. Dockside trials and
commissioning were carried out,
THE SUPERYACHT REPORT | ISSUE 137
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leaving the balance of sea trials to be
done in Hong Kong after the vessel
arrived there. Evans reported that all
the sea trials to date had gone well,
with only a few remaining to do before
the owners headed off (after two
to three weeks) to start their worldgirdling cruise. Not only Evans and
the project management team, but all
the McConaghy workers (all present
and cheering the launch) are clearly
massively proud of their achievement.
The yard is bidding for further –
and probably simpler – superyacht
projects. Adastra’s exposure and
success can only aid that process.

Alarm Monitoring
& Control
Much has been written of the yacht
being controllable by iPad, and much
of that has been inaccurate and
speculative. The alarm monitoring &
control (AM & C) system is a SiMON,
designed and supplied by Palladium.
I spoke with company president Mike
Blake and asked what was so special
about Adastra’s AM & C and what set it
apart from previous systems. “I think
what was special is that we actually
integrated with the iPad, offering
the ability to con the boat, control
three engines, release and recover

“It’s not a wave-piercing
design. It’s not meant to
submerge; rather, it goes
over the waves, but in
general, it will cut in then
lift... Under 13 knots, it has
phenomenal efficiency, like
a rowing skiff.”

The predicted and (some) sea-trialled numbers show that the research and design
deliver:
Speed max: 22.5 knots
Fuel consumption at 13 knots: Predicted – 90 litres per hour. Measured – 60 litres/hour.
Fuel consumption at 10.5 knots: Measured – 29 litres/hour
Range at 10.5 knots: 10,000 miles
Fuel consumption at 17 knots: Predicted – 120 litres per hour
Range at 17 knots: Predicted – 4,000 miles
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the anchors.” As you can imagine,
the PLC control and required safety
interlocks on, for example, the anchor
deployment and recovery system
are complex. Not only is the control
sequence important, but a feedback
sensor on the drum is required to
ensure a properly tight (but not
damagingly tight) wrap on the drum
and appropriate variation in recovery
speed to ensure that.
This yacht is not built to Class or LY2
compliance; the owner chose the
freedom that non-compliance offers.
However, it is built to best practice
and it would not, in many areas, be
too difficult to achieve compliance.
One obvious question I had for Blake
concerned the use of the iPad as a
GUI device or main control. The iPad
– stable though it is – is not, after all,
a type approved or even ‘marinised’
GUI device. What, then, is the
approach to redundancy and safety?
“We have built in a lot of redundancy.
We are relying on a Wi-Fi network,
so first of all we fall over immediately
if that does not work. We also have a
very fast heartbeat (that is the regular
checks the system makes with all of its
sections and devices to make sure that
everything is ‘awake and talking’).
If we lose that communication
with, for example, the iPad, control
automatically and immediately reverts
to the pod (the main bridge controls);
at the same time, both throttles go to
neutral.”

Naval Architecture
& Design
John Shuttleworth is well known for
multi-hull designs and Adastra was also
a Shuttleworth family affair covering
naval architecture, design, exterior
styling and renderings. Applied
Structural Analysis Ltd shares credit
for the structural design. I asked
Shuttleworth, from a naval architect
and design point of view, what’s so
significant about this project?

Of course, it must also be said that
crashing and failure of apps on iPad
is relatively rare compared with, for
instance, a Windows-based laptop.
Palladium also has, coming soon, a
button-free glass panel, which works
in conjunction with 15-inch highresolution multi-touch screens. That
system is currently undergoing the
process of class approval and key to
attaining that is that manual controls are
immediately locally accessible behind
the flip-open glass control panel.
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Automation and Navigation
Dynamic Positioning
Sonar Technology
Communication
Safety and Security
Entertainment
Electrical Propulsion
Power Supply
Shore Connection
Lighting and Cable Network
Consultancy and Engineering
Turnkey Solutions

SAM Electronics GmbH
Behringstrasse 120
22763 Hamburg . Germany
orion & sky shuttleworth, left & right
of john

Shuttleworth is very proud
of their involvement and
the success of the whole
family’s contribution to
the project.

“The interest really is, of course,
fuel efficiency at sea – so beyond
hydrodynamics you also have to look
at aerodynamics for efficiency…then,
it’s got to be light and have the centre
of gravity down low so the boat is much
more stable; these considerations lead
the design.”
The design has the look of a
wave piercer, but as Shuttleworth
commented: “It’s not a wave-piercing
design. It’s not meant to submerge;
rather, it goes over the waves, but in
general, it will cut in then lift. The
main thing is a long waterline and low
wetted surface; especially at low speed.
Under 13 knots, it has phenomenal
efficiency, like a rowing skiff.”
At one stage the team contemplated
having sponsons variable in height,
using articulated wings. Although
that was finally deemed impractical
and over-complicated, articulated
wings were tried out during the
radio-controlled model test phase.
Sponsons on a vessel like this could
be like the Cable & Wireless record
breaker where they are only skimming
the water to provide stability. However,
Shuttleworth explained, by calculation
and experiment (using the variable
sponson height R/C model), it was
found that skimming would not be the
best approach. “Thus the sponsons
here are normally immersed to an

optimum position to offer stability
without being too deep.”
I asked Shuttleworth how the ride is
on the final full size vessel, “Stately,”
and he added, “Obviously, there is
some movement, but typical catamaran
‘shimmy’ is absent.” Weight control in
both the design and production was
extremely critical. The entire upper
part of the yacht is built in carbon,
with foam sandwich elsewhere. The
weight control was fully successful.
It’s the toughest part of any build, no
matter how carefully and accurately
controlled. So at the launch I suspect
there were significant, albeit internal,
sighs of relief from both yard and
designer; when fully immersed, all
present saw the vessel trimmed exactly
as predicted for her state of load ballast
and bunkers – slightly by the head.
It’s a family affair and Shuttleworth’s
younger son, Sky, has been involved in
the project starting from the beginning
on the interior layouts, models and
in the tank testing and 3D modelling.
Shuttleworth’s other son, Orion, with
his own company, Orion Shuttleworth
Design, came in towards the end of
the project dealing with external
arrangements and exterior styling
details. Understandably, Shuttleworth
is very proud of their involvement
and the success of the whole family’s
contribution to the project.

Phone: +49 - (0)40 - 88 25 - 21 10
Fax: +49 - (0)40 - 88 25 - 40 22
yachtteam@sam-electronics.de
www.sam-electronics.de

Please visit us at the Monaco Yacht Show, 19- 22 September, at Darse Sud, Stand QS92.
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adastra’s Interior
The interior design was carried out by Hong Kongbased designer Inge Strompf Jepsen of Jepsen
Designs. The interior was not initially the subject of
a brief, as Jepsen explained: “There was not really a
brief. I had a look at the design and I came up with
a proposition. I thought the inside should follow the
outside, but also have an Asian touch.” I commented
that I had already noticed the typical triangular Thai
cushions. “Yes, they are Thai, but the fabric covering
them is Indonesian.” This typifies the approach to
the interior where the Asian influences are subtle
and exist in an effective blend. Beyond the touches of
colour from that Asian influence, the yacht’s interior
is predominantly “pretty much Scandinavian light
woods and white”.

The interior is welcoming and
comfortable as well as containing
sufficient eclecticism to sustain visual
and tactile interest.
The challenge for Jepsen was that, although a
motoryacht, Adastra has a relatively small interior
volume; more like a sailing yacht interior where
making maximum use of available space is not only
desirable, it was also necessary to balance the mildly
diverging style requirements of Anto and Elaine.
Jepsen commented, “Anto wanted no ‘faff’, while
Elaine wanted a little more class and style. I think now
we’ve achieved both.” It’s hard to disagree with that;
the interior is welcoming and comfortable as well as
containing sufficient eclecticism to sustain visual and
tactile interest. There are two guest cabins and one
full-beam master. Forward are four crew bunks and
forward of them the captain’s accommodation.
Notwithstanding a few 30m yachts and some Chinese
junk conversions, this is a first superyacht project
for Jepsen and Jepsen Designs. However, she has
done interior design on some 25 yachts prior to
Adastra. She intentionally aims to keep the studio’s
types of project as diverse as possible, commenting,
“If not, you start to steal your own ideas. I get bored
and my staff get bored. We have eight people [in]

the office and I think it’s important to always keep
new challenges.” Adastra, with its unusual form
demanding clever use of space, is certainly such a
challenge; of which she commented: “Adastra is so
different that you need to come in with a whole new
approach unique to the yacht.” She added, looking
around, “Everything is moulded, not a square sofa or
straight line anywhere.”
Beyond its stylish eclecticism and visual merit, this
interior has also been designed by an experienced
sailor. Jepsen has more than 30,000 sailing miles
logged, as well as being a former Commodore of
the Royal Hong Kong Yacht Club. Her commitment
to the project continued past handover, where she
would join the main voyage from Hong Kong to
Manila. “I’m looking forward to that; it should be
enough to give me an idea and a feeling of where
we may need to put more handrails or other aids to
guest comfort and safety.”
This yacht has created an incredible (if at times
ill-informed) media buzz and attention. The public
interest when she is spotted underway rivals that
gained by the iconic The Maltese Falcon. The buzz
is both within the yachting press and outside, and
throughout our industry generally. I described
Adastra as one of the most significant launches of
2012 (perhaps beyond) – and nothing that I’ve seen
of the yacht causes me to retract that. Beyond its
incredible looks, radical innovative systems, overall
complexity and the owners’ exciting plans to cruise
the world, it is also highly significant for everyone
involved.
Ironically, for McConaghy Boats, this project could be
compared to Team GB members winning an Olympic
gold in front of a home crowd; an experience that
will almost surely never be repeated. While there
is little doubt the yard will go on to build more
superyachts, I predict they’ll never build one as
significant, iconic and stunning as Adastra. g
Images: Tork Buckley & Shuttleworth Design
To comment on this article, email issue137@
superyachtreport.com with subject: Adastra

